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The Ewe Flock on the Lowland Farm.
.1.111.1.01.1181PWL

Interim }ILE, ort on a Yorkshire Survey.

(WILL...particular Reference to CreeT Grazin)

Costs and Returns from Sheep Production.

It is perhaps harder to determine the contribution that
sheep make to the farm economy than is the case with most
other farm enterprises. The main difficulty is that so many
of the resources used by sheep are hard to value - examples
are part-time labour in shepherding, the use of aftermath
grazing or of folding on crop residues such as beet tops.
Another problem is the assessment in exact terms of the con-
tribution of sheen in maintaining the fertility dfthe land.
Nevertheless it is worthwhile to attempt an assessment of the
resources used in sheep production and of the returns from
them, rather than to simply maintain a flock in the vague hope
that it will benefit the farm economy by supplying a certain
cash income and by helping to keep the land in good heart.
A two year investigation into sheep production costs currently
being undertaken on a sample of Yorkshire mixed and arable
farms is providing data which should be valuable for this
purpose. The present report is an interim one on the results
of the first year of the investigation and the aim is to
concentrate primarily on a factual account of the results.
An exception, however, has been made with creep grazing, a
new practice which is now being fairly widely adopted. The
sample included 16 flocks where creep grazing was adopted in
1960, and in view of the interest in the subject is seemed
desirable to make some comment on the results from this system
now rather than wait until the publication of the final report.

The average results for the first year are set out in
Table 1. ThAse are based on the costs and returns for 71 ewe
flocks during the period October 1st 1959 to September 30th
1960. All the farms are drawn from arable and mixed farms in
Yorkshire; the majority (47) from farms in the Vale of York •
but with a significant number (15) from those on the heavy land
at the foot of the Western slopes of the Wolds and Hambleton
hills. A few flocks from other areas were included usually
because they provided examples of creep grazing.

It was originally the intention to cost a substantial
number of wold flocks but the effects of the dry summer of
1959, referrod.to later, disrupted the management of many of
these, and data from them for 1959A0 would have had relatively
little value.
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TABLE 1.
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Costs and Returns ter Ewe put to the Ram Autumn 1959.

ken able
1 Costs ally

COSTS

Foods:- Hay
Roots and Kale
Silage
Home Grown Corn
Purchased Cake and Beet Pulp
Minerals
Beet Tops
Other Foods
Creep Feed to Lambs

Sub-total for foods
Grazing and Agis.tment
Labour
Tractors, Cars and Land Rovers
Ecuipment Depreciation
Flock Depreciation
Marketing
Share of General Farm Expenses
Veterinary and Sundry Expenses

TOTAL COSTS

so d. Z•

5. 0.
11. 0.

.6.
8. 6.
14. 0.

.6.
3. 0.
.6.

3. 6.

2. 6. 6.
2. 5. 0.
1. 6. 0.

1. 6.
4. 6.

. 6. 0.
2. 6.
13. 0.
5. 0.

8. 10. O.

S. d.

1. 7.
3. 2.

.4.
19. 1.
14. 0.

.6.

 3. 10.

. 15. 6.
1. 2. 6.

1. 1.
.9.

4. 6.
. 6. 0.

2. 6.

5. 9.

4., 17. 10.

RETURNS
Sales of Fat Lambs

Store Lambs
Wool

Value of Lambs on Hand
30th Sept.1960

TOTAL RETURNS

4. 14. 0.
1. 11. 0.
1. 5. 6.

3. 1. Q.

10. 11. 6,

MARGIN 2. 1. 6.

ciPer Acre of Land Used by the 011.00D.

Total Returns
Margin

29. 0. 6.
5. 15. 6.

Most of the flocks can be described as grassland flocks
and in fact 33 of them were kept on grass throughout the year.
On 20 of the Vale of York farms, however, the sheep were
moved off grass on to sugar beet tops for four weeks or more
during the winter and on another 18 farms there was a period
of folding on roots.
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The average size of flock at 124 ewes was fairly large
as was also the size of the farms on which these were kept,
averaging 288 acres.

Details of the methods used in determining the costs
as set out in Table 1 are fully described in an appendix
but some of the more important principles may usefully be
discussed here. The aim has been to charge against the sheep
all the expenses directly incurred on them plus the addition
of an appropriate share of the general expenses incurred in
running the farm. All home grown foods including corn are
valued at their estimated cost of production rather than at
market prices. The labour contributed by the farmer or
members of his family is charged as an expense. No credit.,
however, is given to the sheep for their contribution to the
maintenance of soil fertility, not because they don't make
such a contribution but because it is impossible to assess the
value of this other than on a totqlly arbitatory basis.
Costs determined in this way for sheep, should when added to
those similarly calculated for other farm enterprises equal
the expenditure on the farm as a whole.(1)Nevertheless the
margins obtained by deducting these costs from the gross
revenue can be misleading as a means of assessing the real
contribution made by a particular enterprise to the farm economy.
Often it is more valuable to consider only those costs which
are specific to an enterprise and to disregard costs such as
regular labour, implement depreciation, rent and general farm
expenses which are fixed at least in the short run. The effect
of leaving out fixed costs is shown in the righthand column of
Table 1, where only the specific or variable costs incurred in
keeping the sheep flock are shown. Home grown corn, however,
is valued here at it's sale value. The only labour charges
are for bonus and overtime payments to paid workers and for
contract shearing. These variable costs like the full costs
are, of course, averages and it must be emphasised that when
methods using variable costs and gross profits are used in
farm planning, it is essential that figures should be relevant
to the type of production and probable level of performance
on the particular farm under consideration.

Table 1 shows that the full costs per ewe averaged
E8.10.0d., and the return from lambs and wool was E10.11.6d.
leaving a margin of £2.1.6d. When only variable costs are
considered the gross margin or profit is £5.13.8d. per ewe.

(1) This, while true in principle, is in fact unlikely to work
out in practice owing to the amount of standardisation Each
as the use of uniform tractor and labour rates, which is
inevitable when an attempt is made to calculate costs for a
single enterprise on a large number of farms.
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The margin obtained per acre of land used by the sheep
flock although more difficult to calculate than that per ewe
is in many ways a more useful measure. Using estimates
which were made of the area needed for the sheep on each farm,
the average returit per acre amounts to E29.0.6d. leaving a
margin of £5.15.6. an acre. The gross profits amount to
E15.16.6d. per acre.

TABLE 2.
Range in Margins per Ewe.

Loss Profit

Over £1.to £0.to £0 .to El.
--,---
£2. £3. E4. £5. Over

£2. £2. El. El. to to to to to £6.
£2. £3 £4. £5. £6.

Number
of ELoc4cs 3 4 18 13 11 7 11 1 2

(El.toE2. £1.0.0d. to E1.19.11(1).

Table 2 gives the, range for margin per ewe. This
indicates a wide variation; 8 flocks made losses but on
several others high profits were obtained.In considering these
results it should be borne in mind that 1960 was not by any
means an ideayear for lamb production. When the costings
commenced in October 1959 the long summer drought had not
broken and keep was very short leading to low prices,
particularly for breeding ewes. Seeds undersown in corn had
failed on many farms and there was little opportunity to
flush the ewes before tupping, a factor which may help to
account for the rather low number of lambs reared, averaging
133 per 100 ewes mated. Hand feeding with corn or hay started
in some flocks as early as October. Costs per ton for roots
were high on account of the poor crops. The after effects of
the 1959 drought continued into 1960 on farms where the one
year seeds had failed and it was necessary to use the previous
year's seeds for a second year. This was the position on 9
of the costed farms.

The early summer of 1960 was very dry but in July the
wet weather, which was to continue for so many months, commenced.
The lack of rain in April, May and June occurred at a critical
period for many sheep producers, reducing the amount of keep just
when it was most needed. It is likely that this lack of keep,
coupled with overlush grazing available later, resulted in the
proportion of lamb sold during the summer, being lower than in
a more normal season.
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Fat and Store Lamb Production.

The average figures in Table 1, although based on data
from flocks, all of which were kept under basically similar
conditions do, nevertheless, cover a variety of production
systems. In particular, there was a varying emphasis on
the production of fat and store lambs in different flocks.
In some it was the aim to get all the lambs away fat by the
end of the summer, but in others the object was to produce a
store lamb for fattening in autumn and winter. Most commonly,
however, the fitter lambs were graded during the summer and
those less forward were either sold as stores or kept to be
finished on the farm at a later date. In Table 3 the 71
costed flocks have been divided into three groups according to
the proportion of lambs sold fat by September 30th, the end of
the costings period.

TABLE 3.

A Comparison of Fat and Store Lamb Production.

Group A B C

Proportion of Lambs
Sold Fat by Sept.30th

Over 2/3rds. Between 1/3rd
and 2/3rds. UnderV3rd

Number of Flocks 24 22 25

Ewes per Flock 78 120 173

Lambs Reared per 100 Ewes 133 136 130

COSTS yer EWE E. s. d. E. s. d. E. S. d.
nods:- Hay 4. 6. 4. 6. 5. 6.

Roots 8. 6. 9. 6. 15. 0.
Concentrates 1. 1. 0. 1. 5. 6. 1. 0. 6.
CruqoPeed 4. 0. 4. 6. 2. 0.
Other Foods - 6. 0. 5. O. 3. 0.
Sub Total 2. 4. 0. 2. 9. 0. 2. 6. 0.

Grazing and Agistment 2. 5. 0. 2. 5. 0. 2. 5. 6.
Labour 1. 7. 6. 1. 5. 6. 1. 3. 6.
Flock Depreciation 1.10. 0. 1. 3. 6. 1. 4. 6.
Share of General Farm 13. 6. 13. 6. 13. 0.

Expenses
Other Costs 15. 6. 13. 0. 12. 6.

TOTAL COSTS 8.15. 6. 8. 9. 6. 8. 5.0.
RETURNS per EWE

Lambs 9.11. 6. 9.15. 6. 8.14. 0.
Wool 1. 5. 6. 1. 6. 6. 1. 4. 0.

TOTAL RETURNS 10.17. 0. 11. 2. 0. 9.18 0.
MARGIN per EWE + 2. 1. 6. -1- 2.12. 6. .4- 1.13 0.
Value per Lamb 17. 4. 0. 7. 2. 6. 6.13. 9.
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Perhaps the most interesting feature of this table and
of the ranges in Table 4 is the similarity of the costs in
all three groups. Although as one would expect, costs
dbcrease as the emphasis on fat lamb production dimishes the
reduction is comparatively small and is associated almost
solely with labour, flock depreciation and the other smaller
cost items. Food and grazing costs vary little between the
groups. An interesting point is the very similar pattern
of food costs in groups A and B with rather surprisingly more
concentrates fed in group B which has the lower proportion of
fat lamb sales. It may be that producers in group B aim to
get a fairly high proportion of their lambs away fat and would
get nearer to achieving this in a better season, a supposition
that gets some confirmation when lambing dates are examined.
In both groups A and B the mean date for the commencement of
lambing was February 19th but in group C it was not until
March 8th.

Ran
TABLE 4.

e in Costs Der Ewe in Three Grou s.

Group £5. £6. £7. £8. £9. £10. Ell. Over
to
£6.

to
£7.

to
£8.

to
E9

to
£10.

to
Ell.

to
£12.

-E12.

4 6 4 4 4 2

B 1 3 5 3 7 1 1 1

0 2 4 7 3 4 4

Ail
Flocks  11 18 10 15 9 2 3

£5. to £6.= £5.0.0d. to E5.19.11d).

The flocks in group C received considerably more roots •
.which were particularly expensive on account of the poor crops
resulting from the drought. Concentrate consumption was lower,
however, than in the other two groups.

The fall in labour 'costs from group A to group C is
associated mainly with variations in flock size. With larger
flocks, labour costs per ewe normally decrease and it will be
seen that the flocks in group C were more than twice as large
as those in group A. In fact all but one of the flocks in
group A consisted of fewer than 100 ewes, whereas all but two
of those with over 200 ewes were in group C.



Flock depreciation costs were highest in group A and
while it is difficult to pinpoint the exact reasons for
this, two factors maybe mentioned. It was rather more
common in this group for the ewe replacements to be bought
in as three crop or older ewes as opposed to shearlings or
lambs, and there was no breeding from ewe lambs, a practice
followed in several flocks in the other two groups.

The _posts grouped under "other costs" in table 3 inclucTe
tractor work, equipment depreciation, marketing and veterinary
costs.. They tend to fall from. groups A to C the.saving..
being almost. entirely due to lower charges for equipment
depreciation which is again associated with the larger flocic-...
size.

Returns per ewe are highest in group B, the rather greater
number of lambs reared in this group being more than sufficient
to offset the slightly higher value of the lambs in group A.
Both returns per ewe and value per lamb in groups A and B were

considerably higher than. in group C. The low value of the
lambs in the latter group may in part reflect the later lambing
dates. Wool sales per ewe varied only slightly between the
three groups.

Although table 3 shows that the biggest profit margins
were achieved by the flocks in group B, it would not be
correct to assume from this that a combination of fat and
store lamb production will always give the best results.
Differences in costs per ewe are related as much to the size

of the flock as to the system of production and part of the

variation in returns per ewe is due to the percentage of lambs

reared, a factor hardly likely to be directly linked with the
degree of emphasis on fat or store lambs. It does appear,
however, that the owners of the flocks in group 0 were not
able to reduce their costs sufficiently to offset the lower
value of their lambs. This needs confirmation from the
results of the second year of the investigation.

Undoubtedly the most important point brought out by Table

3 is similarity rather than the differences between the three
types of production. This makes it possible to proceed with

a more detailed discussion of the various cost items con—

sidering the results from the sample as a whole rather than

subdivided according to the degree of emphasis on summer fat

lambs.

Food and GrazinE_t

One of the first essentials in farm planning is a know—

ledge of the requirements of the various enterprises feasible

on a farm. With cattle and sheep knowledge of the quantities
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of food and of the acreage of land required per head is
particularly important. The amounts of the various foods
can be ascertained fairly readily although as the bulkier
foods are seldom weighed the figures are bound to be approximate.
Determination of acreage requirements, however, is much more
difficult owing to the problems which arise when an attempt
is made to apportion the grassland area among its various
uses - as •cattle grazing, as sheep grazing or for conservation.
This problem is particularly acute with the type of
production described here, where the ewes obtain the major
part of their fbod reauirements off grass. Admittedly in
rather over half the flocks, the ewes with their lambs were
grazed on fields kept clear of other stock during the summer
but even in these complications arise when for instance,
the weaned lambs are moved to the aftermaths or the dry ewes
get a wider range during the winter. When cattle and sheep
graze together the extent to which their requirements are
complementary or competitive is difficult to determine.
Apportionment is made harder by the relatively limited amount
of information available on the food requirements of the
milking ewe. Because of these difficulties any attempt to
calculate the area of grass required per sheep can at the
best only give an answer whichis acrude approximation.

The methods used in the current study to calculate the
intensity of grazing in terms of stock unit weeks as des-
cribed in an appc,adix. They are based on the starch equivalent
requirements for various classes of stock and on the S.E. off-
take in the form of hay and silage. The system has been
kept as simple as possible so as to reduce both the amount of
recording on the farms and that of calculation in the office.
More elaboration might only give an illusory impression
of accuracy.

TABLE 5.
Food and Grazing Requirements per Ewe.

System V.of
locks

Grass
(meld.
hay &
silageJ

Roots Beet T s Concen-
trates

Hay Silage

Home Pur-
a-avnIchaal  

1 . Acres Acres Weeks cwts. cwts.mts.cwts.
All grass' I 33 .33 .01 - .61 .58 112 .17
Folded 4
weeks or mare
in Beet Top 20 .35 .02 10 . 0 .62 .67 .88 .03

Folded on
Roots 18 .31 .04 - .47 .35 .54

.
.70
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Number
of flocks1 3

Table 5 shows the average food and grassland requirements
of the ewes in the costed flocks. The acreage rather than
the weight of roots is given since it was often easier to
ascertain the former especially with folded crops. On
average about one third of an acre of grass was needed per
ewe; this being subject, of course, to the reservations
above. Taking the grass and rootland about 0.35 acres were
used per ewe in addition to 1 to cwts. of concentrates,
these being divided more or less equally between homegrown
corn and purchased cake or beet pulp. The concentrates
include the amounts consumed by lambs while creep feeding,
a practise followed to a significant extent in only 22 flocks.
Some hay was fed to nearly all the flocks but only 7 received
any silage. The comparatively high consumption of silage
shown for the flocks folded on roots is due mainly to very
heavy feeding in a single flock.

The requirements shown in Table 5 are of course,
averages and the figures for indiyidual flocks show a wide
variation. In practice the amount of supplementary feeding
is determined in part by the general management of the grass-
land. Where the grass is lightly stocked and the sheep have
a wide range, little additional winter feeding may be necessary,
but in other instances with a heavier stocking the greater
part of the ewes' requirements in January, February and March
may have to be met from foods other than grass. Table 6
indicates the extent to which supplementary feeding varied
in 33 flocks kept on grass throughout the year.

TABLE 6. 
Eaj2E.2._i.a._Lz.„222.cie_li ,, Evve  Supplementary Feeding

in All Grassland Flocks.

Pounds of Starch Equivalent Ber Ewe 

Under 50 to 75 to 100 to 125 to
50 74 99 124 I 150

1 4 10 I 8

Over
150

7

Average grassland costs per acre are given in Table 7.
Frequently all the grassland on the farm was costed including
that used mainly by cattle, or for mowing but in other cases

. the sheep grazings alone were costed. About three-quarters
of the total costs were accounted for by rents and fertilisers.
Establishment of leys was also an important item. and it may be
noted that while the full cost of establishment is charged,
no credit is given for the ploughing out subsidy' for which
many of the leys will qualify.
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TABLE 7.
Grassland Costs.

Type of Grassland Per Cent
1.81 Year Leys

1 Year Leys down for 2nd year 4.8
Longer Leys 44.6
Resceded Permanent Grass 7.3

Old Permanent Grass 38.2
Rough Grazing 3.3

100.0

Costs per Acre E. s. d.
Fertilisers 2. 9. 6.
Farmyard Manure 1. 0.
Labour 8. 0.
Tractor and Implement Charges 4. 0.
Sundry Materials (Fencing,sprays etc) 4. 6.
Establishment of Leys 19. 0.
Rent 3. 1. 0.

TOTAL 7. 7. 0.

Stock Unit Weeks per Acre 40.7
Cost per Stock Unit Week * 3/9d.

* Equivalent to one week's summer grazing by a 1 to 2 year
old store beast.

On the standard scale, the average cost of 3/9d. per stock
unit week is equivalent to 9d. per week for a dry ewe or weaned
lamb and to 1/8d. for ewes suckling lambs.

Labour.

Labour costs per ewe varied widely from flock to flock.
A number of reasons account for this. Some derive from
conscious decisions as to the amount of time which can
profitably be spared for the sheep flock. Others are less
directly under the farmer's control, for instance, the handiness
or otherwise of the flock to the farm buildings can have a big
effect on the daily shepherding time with a distant flock
needing a car or Land Rover to reach it. Another important
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factor is size of flock. Less labour is required per ewe' .in large flocks since the time needed for many of the moreroutine jobs is not directly proportioned to the number ofsheep in the flock. Results from the costed sample show a.,significant correlation between flock size and hours perewe. This is illustrated in Table 8, which also shows thatdespite less individual attention in the larger flocks therewas no definite indication of either poorer lambing rates orof heavier mortalities, except possibly in the very largest
flocks.

TABLE 8.
Effect of Flock Size on Labour per Ewe Number of

Lambs Reared and Death Rates.

Ewes per Flock Number of
Flocks

Hours per
Ewe

Lambs Reared
per 100 Ewes

Death Rat
among Ewes
per cent

Under 50 10 6.8 140 5.450 to 99 32 5.8 144 5.7100 to 149 14 5.0 125 5.4150 to 199 6 4.4 140 5.8200 and Over 9 4.8 123 6.5

In many instances the routine shepherding was done eitherby the farmer or his son. Where a shepherd was employed itwas usual to pay a lambing bonus either as a round sum, or anamount calculated according to the number of lambs reared,the usual rates being from 1/3d. to 2/0d. per lamb. In 33flocks outside labour was employed for shearing, the normalcharge being 2/0d. per sheep.

Flock Depreciation. 

The real rate of depreciation incurred on the breeding
sheep is not easily calculated from the results of a singleyear. The marked fluctuations in ewe prices make this particu-larly true of the 1959/60 period. The long drought led to
very low prices being paid for ewes in the autumn of 1959.
Shearlings could be purchased then for about £4. per head less
than in previous autumn. A year later prices, although still
below 1959 levels, had recovered markedly.

the
If the ewes in/costed flocks had been valued on the basis

of the prices current at the beginning and end of the costings
year, in autumn 1959 and autumn 1960 respectively, they would
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show an appreciation rather than a depreciation in value.
This would not give a very fair picture and the alternative
actually adopted was to place notional values on the ewes and
rams based on their cost when purchased, anticipated flock
life and probable value as culls. The flock depreciation
actually charged therefore, reflects for the most part, the
relatively high values in the years immediately prior to 1959,
although replacements bought cheaply in 1959 have been valued
at cost. Table 9 shows how the flock depreciation charge
is derived from the stock valuations and from the figures
for purchases and sales.

TABLE 9.
Flock Depreciation.

Per Ewe put to the Ram, Autumn 1959.

E. s. d.

,

E. s. d.

Opening Valuation Closing Valuation in
in Ewes 7. 7. 2. Ewes 5.12.11.

Rams 9. 9., Rams 6. 5.
Purchases during

Year 3. 4. Sales during Year 15. 0.
Flock Depreciation 1. 5.11.

8. 0. 3. 8, 0. 3.

On average 19.1 per cent of the ewes were milled during
the year and a further 5.7 per cent died giving a total wastage
of 24.8 per cent. The average value of the culled ewes was
£3.6.3d. per head.

TABLE 10. 
Flock Replacement Policies.

Class of Replacements No. of Flocks

Ewe Lambs for Breeding in 1st Year
Ewe Lambs for Breeding in-2nd Year
She arlings
Two—Crop Ewes
Three—Crop Ewes
Older Ewes

No Fixed Policy
Newly Formed Flocks or Flocks being Increased

in Size

11
5
21
4
9
2

11

71
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There was a considerable variety in the policies
adopted for a flock replacement (see Table 10) and in view of
this it is not surprising that like most of the other items
the cost of flock depreciation varied weekly between flocks.
Any comment on the merits of various flock replacement
policies is best left until the results of the second year of
the investigation are available.

Ewes

TABLE 11. 
-10.222.21.L....2.L.1119.21a

Rams

B reed No. of
Flocks

Breed No. of
Rams

Masham 25 Suffolk ill
Suffolk x Half-bred 13 Oxford 31
Half-Bred 5 Leicester 13
Leicester crosses 3 Dorset Horn 8
Suffolk x Ma sham 3 Clun 6
Clun 1 Hampshire 6
Swaledale 1 Other Breeds 13
Mixed,  -

20

Details of the breeds recorded are given in Table 11.
Mashams and Suffolk cross Half-breds were most popular breeds
of ewes while Suffolks accounted for nearly two-thirds of the
rams.

Other Cost Items.

Only brief mention need be made of the items not so far
discussed. Equipment depreciation refers to the cost of wear
and tear on sheep equipment including the nets and stakes
which are widely used on these mainly arable farms. The charge
for marketing includes haulage to market, auctioneers commission
and charges on deadweight sales. Veterinary and sundry expenses
cover the cost of dips, drenches, vaccines and such sundry items
as elastrator rings. The share of general expenses has been
calculated as 10 per cent of all other costs excluding flock
depreciation.

Returns.

Primarily the return from a ewe flock is derived from the
sale of lambs. Wool sales are of some importance but they
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represent only 12. per cent of the total return as given inTable 1. They varied relatively little from flock to flockfallinc between 20/- and 30/-- per ewe, equivalent to from5 to 7* lbs. of wool (greasy) in all but 14 of the flocks.The wide variations in the returns per ewe as shown in Table 12therefore are primarily a reflection of the variations in thereturns per ewe from lambs.

TABLE 12.
Ra)._2._.E.L...L.n_f_aaj_..  Returns...1222:lyiLte

Number o
Flocks

£4. to
£6.

£6. to
E8

£8. to
£10.

£10. to
£12.

E12.to
£14.

£14. to
£16.

5 9 17 29 8 3

(E4. to £6. = £4.0.0d. to E5.19.11d).

The number of lambs reared per 100 ewes is, of course, themajor factor determining this return. Results from the sampleflocks show a very strong correlation between the number oflambs reared and the return per ewe from lambs. Therp isalso evidence that costs per ewe tended *to be higher in flockswith the higher lambing percentages; the increases beingattributable to extra costs for foods and flock depreciation.The increased costs, however, were much less than the value ofthe extra returns with the result that profit margins rosesharply. This is clearly shown in Table 13.

TABLE 13.
The Effects of Increased Prolificac

Lambs Reared per
100 Ewes.

No.of
Flocks

Per Ewe
Cost Return Margin

E. s. d. E. s. d. E. s. d.
75.0. to 99.9 10 7. 8. 6. 7. 8.0. - 6.100.0. to 124.9 11 7.16. 6. 8.13. 0. 4-. 16. 6.125 to 149.9 30 8.16. 6. 11. 0. 0. 4-2. 3. 6.150 to 174.4 15 9. 4. 6. 13. 2. 6. +3.18. 0.

• The other factor besides the lambing percentage which
determines the return per ewe is the value per head of thelambs themselves, usually an average-figure based partly onthe prices received for the lambs sold and partly on the valuesput on those still on the farm at September 30th. Table 14giving the range in the average values per lamb shows a fairly
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marked concentration between E6.10.od. and E7.10.0d. with
some of the lowest returns from flocks containing a proportion
of hill type ewes.

TABLE 14.
Rani;e in Averape Values er Head of Lambs.

Number of
Flocks

E4.10s.to
£5.9s.

E5.10s.to
£6.9s.

E6.10s. o
£7.9s.

E7.10s,to
£8.10s.

Over
£8.10s.

1 16 38 15 1
i

The values put on the store lambs retained on the farms
at the end of September were a reflection of thcir condition
then, and the same can be said of those sold as stores, most
of which went out at the end of the summer. The returns from
the lambs sold fat, however, reflected not only their condition
but also the time at which their owners chose to sell them and
the weights they had then reached. Choice of market and an
element of chance arising from local price fluctuations will
also have some effect on the returns for all the lambs sold.

TABTR 15. 
Ranp in Average Weight of Fat Lambs and Returns

per Pound Deadweight. 

including guarantee payments)

Range in Weight 35.0.to
39.9.1bs.

40.0.to
44.9.1bs.

45.0.to
49.9.1bs.

Over
50.0.1bs.

Number of Flocks 11 30
----+

18 4

Average Price per
Pound (Sales after
6th June only)

3/3d 3/3i-d 3/271-d 3/2id

None of the costed flocks were used for out of season
lamb production and only in a few was any attempt made to get
a sizeable proportion of lambs away in April or May when prices
are high. In fact only in 9 of the costed flocks were more
than a quarter of lambs sold before June 6th when in 1960,
the standard price on which the guarantees are based fell to
3/2id. a pound, only barely above the minimum of 3/11T-11., which
was in force from late June until November. Early lambing
which is a necessary pre—requisite of early lamb production was
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not very common and only 2 of the costed flocks started
lambing in January although another 16 commenced in the
first two weeks of February. It is of Some interest that the
relatively early lambing in these 18 flocks did not appear to
be accompanied by higher costs. The average cost of feeds
per ewe was £2.7.6d. as against the general average of £2.6.6d.
and concentrate consumption amounted to 1.15 cwts. per ewe,
which is not above the averages shown in Table 5.

There appeared to be a considerable measure of agreement
among the flockowners as to the most suitable weights at
which to sell their lambs. Table 15 shows that the average
in nearly half the flocks was between 40 and 45 pounds dressed
carcass weight. Differences between the prices per pound
realised for lambs soJ.d in the various weight ranges are small
and if typical show no advantage in selling lambs at light-
weights. These prices, however, relate to a relatively small
number of sales occuring over a period of about four months -
a period when sheep prices were nevertheless fairly stable.

Creep Grazin.

(a) Introduction.

Sheep on lowland farms must be regarded as a relatively
unintensive form of production. Neither the return of
£29.0.6d. on the profit margin of £5.15.6d. per acre shown
by this investigation is high compared with those from the
majority of competitive enterprises.(1) These results only
confirm a fairly well.known fact. With rising rents such
unintensive production is likely to be increasingly less
profitable - with only 2i ewes to the acre a rent of £6. becomes
a major cost.

There has been considerable research into methods which
would enable a greater output to be obtained per ewe from
sheep, as has already been done with other types of production.
Attention has been concentrated on the utilisation of grass
since this is the major item in the diet of most sheep, and a
number of systems have been developed in which a creep is used
to enable the lambs to graze apart from the ewes.

(1) The gross output per acre used by the sheep is lower than
the return given here, since flock depreciation, a negative
output, has to be deducted. The gross output per acre is
approximately £25.9.0d.
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This procedure is designed to reduce the worm infestation
of the lambs and to provide them with grazing of a high

. quality, whilst maintaining a very high level of stocking.
The initial work on these systems was undertaken at three

• centres, Leeds University, Kings College Newcastle, and
the Grassland Research Station at Hurley. (1) Different
methods were adopted at each centre, but results from all
three have shown that very high stocking rates can be
achieved without retarding the growth of the lambs. A number
of trials are now in progress comparing the various methods.

(b) Experiences on Yorkshire Farms in 1960.

The development of creep grazing took place only from 1955
bit some of the more progressive sheep farmers were quick to

recognise it's possibilities, and by 1959 were trying out the

method for themselves. In view of the interest in the subject
a number of these farmers were asked if they would co—operate

in this investigation. As well as these, some of the other

farmers, whose flocks were costed, adopted the system for
the first time in 1960, and in all records were obtained of

creep grazing on 16 farms. These were for the most part large

farms, all except three of 90, 120 and 200 acres respectively,

being over 300 acres. Several carried very large flocks, but

six had less than 100 ewes each. On the face of it inten—

sifaction would seem to have most to offer the small farmer,

but the man operating on a large scale is likely to be better

able to face the risks involved in trying out a new method.

(I) For details see:— Boaz. T.G. Research in Agriculture on

Leeds University Farm, Journal of the Yorkshire Agricultural

Society No.1111 1960. Dickson G.R. Intensive Grazing of

Sheep. Agriculture LXVI. 10. p.446. Jan., 1960.

Spedding C.R.W. and Large R.W. Sideways Creep Grazing for

Intensive Lamb Production. J.Brit. Grassland Society, 14,

No.l. p.17, 1959.
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In a few instances the aim was not primarily to increase
in output per acre but rather to concentrate the flock so as
to avoid fields infected by nematodirus.

With two exceptions the creep system adopted wa6 that
developed at the Cockle Park farm of Kings College Newcastle,
with six paddocks rotationally grazed and the lambs creeping
forward into the paddock ahead of that used by the ewes.

The very low rainfalls in the spring and early summer
resulted in an acute shortage of grass just at the period
when creep grazing was in full operation. (1) As a result
several of the farmers had to move their flocks off the creep
grazing areas relatively early in the season, but 9 of the 16
flocks viere successfully maintained on the system until mid—
July or later, most of the other flocks having been brought
off in June. In view of the difficult season it would not
be fair to judge creep grazing solely on the results obtained
in 1960.

The average size of the fields selected for creep grazing
was 241- acres with a range from 11 up to 68 acres. In every
case a ley was used but there was little uniformity regarding
the type which varied from a one year Italian Ty& grass mix—
ture to a cocksfoot dominated three year Icy. In seven
instances the ley was in its first year and had therefore been
clear of sheep the previous year. This was not usually the
position with regard to the older leys, indeed three of these
were being used for creep grazing for the second year in
succession. Fertiliser useage was another factor which varied
cnsiderably as between farms. On two farms no fertiliser was
applied at all but usually. the grass was generously treated and
over all 16 farms fertiliser costs averaged E4.8.0d, an acre
compared with £2.9.6d. for the full sample. Nitrogenous top
dressings were often used liberally, the fields on 10 farms
getting the equivalent of 3cwt. per acre or more of sulphate
of ammonia with a top figure of 7 ewts. of Nitro—Chalk 21.

Usually the ewes were moved to the creep grazing paddocks
soon after lambing and in 9 flocks an appreciable proportion of
the ewes had been transferred by the end of March; in the
remaining flocks the transfer was not started until April and
in one instance, May. Supplementary feeding was discontinued

(1) In the 16 weeks from 4th March to 23rd June the total
rainfall at Headley Hall (Bramham) was 3.27" and at High
Mowthorpe (near Malton) 4.10".
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sometime in April and none of the ewes received any further
feeding other than grass during the summer.

The lambs were, however, creep fed with concentrates on
a significant scale in 7 flocks.

TABTR 16.
Ranpe  in Stockin Rates Attained with

Crop Grazing. 

. -

No. 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0
per -
Acre. 4.9 5.9 6.9 7.9 8.9 9.9 10.9 11.9 12.9 13.9 14.9

Ewes 2 5 2 2 1 1 2

Lambs 2 1 ,

The stocking rates achieved with the full number of ewes
on the creep areas averaged 6.9 ewes and 9.4 lambs per acre.
By comparison, the average for costed farms where aetstocking
was adopted without any form of creep or rotational - grazing,
was only 3.0 ewes per acre. Table 16 dhows the ranges in -
rates for creep grazing on 15 of the 16 farms; on the remaining
farm young cattle were grazed with the sheep, =king comparison
impossible. The table indicates quite a wide range although
the picture is less clear than appears at first since the flocks
include three where between one-fifth and a half of the ewes
were of the small hill breeds and three including two of those
with hill ewes, had a substantial plooDortion of yearling
gimmer ewes, only a proportion of which had lambs. Flocks
such as these account for three out of the four where the
stocking exceeded 8 ewes per acre.

The proportion of lambs which had been sold as fat from
the creep grazed flocks by the end of September was not
particularly high, averaging 435 per cent. It was certainly
not the intention, however, in every case to get the majority
of lambs away fat during the summer, and in seven flocks
lambing did not commence until March. The system in fact has
probably the most to offer to the -producer of later lambs who
has the bulk of his lambs on the farm for the main part of the
grazing season. Results from three farms where 70 per cent or
more of the lambs were sold fat during the summer show, however,
that such production is not incompatible with creep grazing.

The final margin between costs and returns is affected by
many factors apart from the system of grazing adopted and the
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margins for the creep grazed flocks are not in themselves
an adequate measure of the success or otherwise of the system.
Actually the average margin per ewe was E1.13.6d. compared
with E2.I.6d. for the full sample. Six of the creep grazed
flocks returned a margin of less than 10/— per ewe and in two
there was a slight loss. In four flocks these poor results
were due largely to avery low percentage of lambs reared and
in three others winter feeding costs were well above average.
There is, however, no doubt that the low value of the lambs
which could be a reflection on the system was a contributing
factor in a number of cases. The average value per lamb
excluding the flocks with hill ewes, was E6.15.6d. compared
with £7.06d. for the full sample. Results from three flocks
where the average value of the lambs exceeded E7.10.0d. and
the margin per ewe was over £4.0.0d. show, however, that good
returns can be achieved. In two of these part of the success
may have been due to moving the ewes and lambs off the creep
area when the shortage of grass became acute.

Most of the farmers using creep grazing were satisfied
that the system provided a practical means of increasing
stocking rates and all but three are using it again in 1961.
Nine of the farmers had tried out creep grazing in 1959 and in
spite of the difficult season, their experiences in 1960 for
the most part, confirmed their faith in it.

(c) Discussion of Benefits and Costs.

Impressive stocking rates are attained with creep grazing
but the question may be asked whether the benefits obtained
are sufficient to justify both the high level of management
required and the extra costs involved in setting up the creeps.
It is clear that farmers using creep grazing were able to
double and in some cases more than double the stocking rates
normally reached with the more traditional.methods. The dry
weather was undoubtedly a handicap in 1960, but there is little
doubt that under normal conditions the high stocking rates can
be maintained Throughout the season. Creep grazing, however,
is likely to be used only for a period of about four months
in the year, say from early April to early August, and while
these are four of the most important months, the ewes require-
ments in the other eight are by no means negligible. Some
assessment must be taken of them when calculating the extent
to which creep grazing is likely to raise the gross output
per acre from the sheep flock. This, however, brings us back
to the difficulties in apportioning the grassland area, which
were referred to earlier.

It is not in fact possible to make an accurate assessment
either of the amount of grass needed by the flock in addition
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to creep area, or of the proportion of this area which can
be credited to such use as is made of it following the removal
of the creeps. Nevertheless calculating the flocks require-
ments throughout the year on the basis of the stock unit weeks
described in the appendix provides at least a starting point
for discussion. An all grassland flock receiving an average
amount of supplementary feed will require 13.45 stock unit
weeks of grazing per ewe over the course of a year. If the
flock is run on grass managed at an average level of intensity,
the total acreage requirements might be as follows:-

Acres per 100 Ewes.

Grazing 33.6

Other Foods 5.5

Total 39.1

If creep grazing enables the stocking on the creep grazed
field to be doubled and the flock is kept on that field from
April 1st to July 28th, the acreage requirements become:-

Acres per 100 Ewes.

Grazing

Other Foods

24.1

5.5

Total 29.6

This calculation assumes that there will be no increase
in the stocking intensity on the land grazed by the ewes after
their removal from this field. In some instances, however,
the ewes are returned to the field after the creeps have been
dismantled but the increase in grazing intensity duririg this
later period will probably not be so marked as that occurin
when the ewes and lambs are grazing together. Over the season
the number of stock unit weeks per acre is therefore likely to
be rather less than doubled. The figures quoted above showing
a reduction of 9i acres from 39 to 29,1- acres in the requirements
per 100 ewes can thus be regarded as giving a reasonable .
indication of the saving obtained by creep grazing. Provided
the return per ewe remains constant and using the average
figure of E10.11.6d. this reduction in acreage requirements
will raise the gross output per acre from E23.14.6d. to
E31.6.6d., a difference of E7.12.0d. - it must be stressed that
these are very tentative estimates. With a higher return per
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ewe, the increase in gross output per acre would be greater.
than this, for instance with a return of E12.11.6d. per ewe 7
the increase per acre would be E9.5.0d.

These are significant increases, although less spectacular
than those implied by the very high figures sometimes quoted
for the returns per acre from creep grazing. Such figures
are obtained simply by dividing the total returns from lambs
by the area of the creep grazed field. They may be valuable
for comparing one example of creep grazing with another, but
are not, of course, synonymous with the output obtained over
the full acreage utilised during the year.

Ths possibility that the lambs may not make such good
progress on creep grazing as they would otherwise do has been
mentioned. Poorer lambs will fetch less money and so reduce
the return per owe. If this happens much of the benefit
obtained by carrying more ewes to the acre will be lost. With
130 lambs reared per 100 ewes, a drop of 10/- per lamb would
reduce the possible gain to £5.8.6d. per acre compared with the
original figure suggested above of £7.12.6. However, as the
examples quoted earlier show, creep grazing is not of necessity
accompanied by low returns per ewe.

It is, however, relevant to emphasize here that the
intensifaction of grassland use is but one of the ways in which
the output from the land used for sheep can be increased. The
achievement of high returns per ewe may be equally effective.
If the return per ewe is raised from the average of E10.11.6d.
to the by no means unobtainable level of E13.10.0d. the output
per acre becomes E31.4.0d., even without any reduction in the
area used. Results from the full sample of 71 farms show a
very strong correlation between returns per ewe and output per
acre. Only very exceptionally was a farmer able to achieve a
high output per acre by a combination of heavy stocking and a
comparatively low return per ewe.

Other means of effectively increasing the output per acre
are the use of sheep as scavengers and the growing of catch
crops such as undersown Italian ryegrass for spring grazing.
Creep grazing needs to be combined with a high. return per ewe
and the greatest possible use of the ewes potential as
scavengers if the maxi= output is to be obtained from the
acres used for sheep production.

The additional expenditure which is entailed in using
creep grazing must be sot against the gains in output per acre.
This expenditure falls into three categories; labour,
fertilisers and fencing equipment.



The extra labour costs arise out of the necessity to
erect and dismantle the partition fences rather than from
extra shepherding. In fact the concentration of the sheep
on a small area may ease rather than complicate the routine
shepherding. Records from the co-operating farmers suggest
that erecting the fences takes about 4 mnhours per acre on
II to 12 acre fields and about half this amount per acre on
fields of 30 acres. Dismantling may take nearly as long as
erection. More important than the cost of this labour which
may amount to 30/- an acre on a 12 acre field is how easily
it can be spared.

The adoption of creep grazing will almost certainly be
accompanied by a bigger expenditure on fertilisers, but just
how much extra will depend on circumstances. An additional
E2.10.0d. per acre including application costs is perhaps •
fairly typical. The residue from the heavy stocking might,
however, justify lower dressings in the following year.

The cost of sheep nets and stakes, and of anciallary
equipment such as the lamb creeps will obviously be considerable.
On a square 10 acre field, 12 nets will be needed to form the
partitions between 6 paddocks and these, together with the
necessary stakes will cost about £6 0„ Assuming a 5 year life
for these and a stocking of 6 ewes per acre the additional
depreciation charge is 4/0d. per ewe. With larger fields
fewer nets are required per acre and this charge would be much
lower. Many farmers have, of course, a considerable number of
nets already on hand, particularly if they are using seeds,
boot tops or roots and may in fact need to make few additional
purchases.

The actual creeps can be simply a row of stakes and even
the more complicated versions cost only a few pounds.
Polythene piping is frequently used for providing a supply of
water and can cost up to El. per acre but the depreciation
should be low.

Taking all the various costs discussed above the extra
costs incurred on a 12 acre field could amount to £6.50,
per acre, made up as follows:-

Depreciation on fencing and
other equipment

Labour

Fertilisers

g. s. d.

1. 6. 0.

1. 10. 0.

2, 10. 0.

5. 6. 0.
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With larger fields and nets already muse the extra
cost for fencing would be considerably less, as they would
also be where a fixed creep is used rather than rotational
paddocks. Labour is a fixed rather than a variable cost
?dad can be disregarded in most instances. It should be noted
moreover that the extra costs shown above are not incurred
over the whole of the area required by the ewe flock - only
that part which is actually used for creep grazing. Taking
these factors into account the increase in the output per acre
should cover these extra costs with a considerable margin to
spare.

A direct increase in the profit margins per acre from
the land used for sheep production is not the only advantage
of intensification. A farmer who reduces the land required
per ewe has two choices - either to run more ewes on the same
area or to carry the same number of ewes as previously, but
on a smaller area. If the latter course is adopted the
profits from the land freed may well be greater than those from
sheep even when these are kept intensively. The extra costs
involved in a small extension of the arable area might for
instance, be very low consisting only of the variable costs
such as seed fertiliser and fuel. If the decision is made to
keep more sheep as is most likely where sheep are kept primarily
to utilise leys, some reduction in costs per ewe especially for
labour can be expected as the result of economies of scale.

In conclusion, there is little doubt that success with
creep grazing, or indeed any other method of intensive grazing,
depends on a close attention to detail. A study of the methods
adopted by its successful practictioners is recommended before
putting a flock on to this system. The use of a field which
has had at least a year free from sheep would seem a sensible
safeguard to adopt at least initially. The degree of risk in
pushing up stocking rates to somewhere near their maximum, and
thus becoming exposed to a possible breakdown in a dry period
like the early summer of 1960 needs to be considered carefully,
particularly where it is intended to use sheep as the sole form
of grazing stock.

The University gratefully acknowledges the generous co-
operation of the farmers who provided the information on which
this report is based.



SUMMARY

1. The interim results from the first year of a two year survey
of sheep production on 71 lowland arable farms in 1959/60
show the, average yearly cost per ewe to have been 28. 10. Od
Returns per L=.) from lambs and wool were ,Z10. 11. 6d. leav-
ing a margin of E2. 1. 6d. On anacrep,Ge basis these are
equivalent to a return of £29. O. Od and a margin of
£5. 15. 6d. per ewe. Variable costs per ewe amounted to
£4. 17. 10d. leaving a gross profit of £5. 13. 8d.

2. The above results reflect levels of performance in a com-
paratively unfavourable year which included the tail end of
the 1959 drought, a further Period of drought in early
summer 1960 and finally 234 months of over-abundant rainfall.

3. A .comparison of the costs for flocks from which varying
proportions of summer fat lambs were sold shows no real
differences in the general pattern. Flocks used mainly
for store lamb production returned rather lower costs but
the difference was not sufficient to offset their lower
returns per ewe.

4. Reference is made to the difficulties in apportioning grass-
land costs and to the interaction between grazing management
and levels of supplementary feeding.

5. On average about one third of an acre of grass plus rather
under one tenth of an acre of roots was estimated to be
required per ewe. In addition the ewes consumed from I to
13/4 cwts. of concentrates per head. The average cost of
grazing was calculated as 1/8d per week for a ewe with
lambs.

6. There was a clear relationship between labour hours per
ewe and size of flock.

7. The average percentage of ewes culled during the year was
19.1 with a death rate of 5.7 per cent. A variety of
methods were used for securing flock replacements.

8. Excluding the sale of culled stock, 12 per cent of the
return per ewe was from wool and 88 per cent from lambs.
Llthough costs increased with a higher lambing percentage,
the extra costs were much less than the extra returns.

9. There was relatively little emphasis on early lamb produc-
tion. The most popular weights for grading fat lambs
were between 40 and 45 pounds deadweight. Price premiums
on the lighter lambs appeared to be very small.
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10. Stocking rates at least double those normally attained,
were reached on the 16 farms where creep grazing was
practised but owing to the dry weather these rates could
not always be maintained through the season. Although
very good figures were obtained in certain flocks, the
average margins obtained per ewe were rather below those
for the full sample. This is not entirely due to creep
grazing although this LIELL have been a contributing
factor.

11. As a basis for a discussion of its benefits, it is suggest-
ed that creep grazing might enable land requirements to be
cut from 39 to 2914 acres per 100 ewes. This would raise
gross output per acre by £7. 12. Od. assuming the return
per ewe was unaffected. The importance of high returns
per ewe in achieving a high return per acre is stressed.

12. The additional expenditure involved in creep grazing is
likely to he substantially less than the increase in out-
put either from sheep or by the diversion of land to
alternative uses. The system should therefore load to
bigger farm profits.



Appendix A. Notes on Costing' Methods.

a) Homegrown Foods:- These have, with the exception of
some of the folded roots, been charged at standard rates
equivalent to the average production costs on farms of a
similar type. Individual farm costs were calculated in
a number of instances for folded roots. The standard
rates are given below. It may be noted that these do
not include any allowance for share of general farm
expenses which arc shown as a separate item charged
directly against the sheep.

Oats and Barley
Beans
Hay
Silage
Mango Ids
Kale
Swedes
Turnips
Sugar Beet Tops-

Swedes
Turnips
Kale (-broadcast)

(drilled)

folded
Ti

It

it

per cwt.

S. s. d.
16. 6
29. 0
5. 6
1. 8
2. 6
2. 3
4. 4
3. 10
1. 0

22r acre

E. s. d.
31. O. 0
27. 0. 0
20. 10. 0
27. 0. 0

ES1212112222222 week

Sugar Beet Tops folded 1/0d.

b) Labour:- -Labour used directly in connection with the

sheep was charged at 4/3d per hour for adult men up to

February 22nd at 4/6d per hour thereafter. Labour used

grass and crop production was charged at ld per hour less.

c) Tractors, Cars and Land Rovers:- Tractors were charged

at 47ed per hour and cars and Land Foyers at 6d per mile.

d) GraziLE:- Costs on grassland have been allocated to

grazing and other uses on the basis of stock unit weeks.

The number of such weeks obtained off an area of grass

was calculated by multiplying the number of stock firstly

by the weeks they spent on the grass and then by the

appropriate conversion factor. To this figure the stock

unit weeks attributed to any hay or silage obtained were



added. Finally a deduction was made for any suipplement—
ary feeding to the stock while on grasso the deduction
being based on the estimated pounds of starch equivalent
fed, divided by 50. The conversion rates used for
different classes of stock are given below:

Dairy cows in milk 1.4 to 1.7
Bcof cows with calves 1.8
Other cattle, over 2 years 1.2

to 2 years 1.0
6 months to 1 year .8

Ewes with lambs .4 to .45
Dry ewes and weaned lambs .2
Horses 1.5

15 stock unit weeks were added per ton of hay and 4Y,. per
ton of silage.

e) General Farm Ex-nersos:— The allowance for this item was

caicuia-Ged as 10 per cent of all other costs excluding
flock depreciation.



Appendix B. Standard Tables.

The following tables are included for comparison with
similar tables issued by other agricultural economics'
centres.

The figures given here are based on records from 71
flocks averaging 124 ewes per flock.

Opening Valuation: Ewes
Rams

Purchases

Total Stock Input (2,)

Sales: Breeding Stock
Lambs
Wool

Closing Valuation: Ewes
Rams
Lambs

Total Stock Output (B)

Gross Margin (B A)

Other Inputs

Per Ewe

a). S. d.

7 2
9 9
3 4

s. d•

8 0 3

15 0
6 5 0
1 5 6
5 12 11

6 5
3 1 0

17 5 10

0 5 7

Per Ewe

Labour -
Tractor
Feed: Purchased Concentrates

Other Purchased
Home Grown Concentrates
Roots
Silage
Hay
Other
Grazing

Total Feed
Sundry Direct Costs (including vet)
Depreciation on Specialised Equipment
Transport and Marketing
Total Direct Costs

Share of General Farm Expenses
Total Other Inputs

Net Margin (Gross Margin -
Other Inputs)

5.5 hours
O.*

0.55 cwt

0.56 cwt
.02 acres
.28 cwt
.91 cwt

16 6

96
10 6

50
40
5 0

5. d.

411 6
5 0
46
 26 
6 11 0
13 0

7 4 0

2 1 7




